Two groups G, H are said to be a matched pair if they act on each other and these actions, (a, /?), obey a certain compatibility condition.
where e denotes the relevant group identity. We have chosen here conventions in which the natural objects are right actions α r i, β&-ι. Right action conventions are the natural choice for actions on manifolds, cf. [ and in the case when G and H are finite, a bicrossproduct Hopf algebra k [G] ixi k(H). Here k is a field, k[G] the convolution algebra on G and k(H) the function algebra on H. [18] was able to show, in the context of algebraic groups, that a certain Hopf algebra of Taft and Wilson was of this form. If G is Abelian and a trivial then the bicrossproduct Hopf algebra k[G] M k(H) is isomorphic to k(G M H), but the bicrossproduct makes sense even when G is non-Abelian, and even when a is non-trivial. In this latter case the bicrossproduct Hopf algebra is non-commutative and therefore cannot be the algebra of functions on any space. This is the point of view relevant to noncommutative geometry [3] , [16] . New examples in this latter context were given in [12] . These new examples were motivated from physical considerations [13] .
In order to generalize these results to the category of Lie groups, to yield bicrossproduct Lie groups and (in principle) bicrossproduct Hopf-von Neumann algebras, one must have examples of matched pairs of Lie groups. This is particularly interesting because the corresponding Lie algebra version of the above Hopf algebras, in which the role of k[G] is played by U(g) 9 the universal enveloping algebra, remains an open problem. This would therefore appear to be a construction in which topology and algebra play an interdependent role.
Hopf algebras have been connected in a very different context with the Yang-Baxter Equations (YBE). It turns out that this connection is relevant also to the bicrossproduct construction, see [12, §4] . In [12, Example 4.2] it is shown that at the Lie algebra level, a pair of finitedimensional Lie algebras of the form (g, g*) with the coadjoint actions are a matched pair iff g is a Lie bialgebra in the sense introduced by Drinfel'd [4] in connection with the Classical Yang-Baxter Equations (CYBE). This will be developed further in §2 below. By exploiting this, we are able in this paper to give a general constructive method that canonically associates to a suitable Lie group G and a suitable solution of the CYBE on its complexified Lie algebra, a certain Lie group, the "Yang-Baxter-matching group", denoted <?*, forming a matched pair (G,G*). (Previously, solutions of the CYBE have been connected to the existence of a Poisson structure on G (and the product Poisson structure on 6 x (?) such that the group product is Poisson [4] , but this point of view will not be used here.) The method is carried out in detail for the case G = SU(2) and the group actions computed explicitly. The main results are Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, along with Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.6. The corresponding Hopf-von Neumann algebras will be presented in [14] .
All Lie groups are assumed connected with their standard differential structure. ξ 9 ξ f will always denote elements of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g or its complexification g c , /, V of a finite dimensional Lie algebra h or its complexification, x, y of Lie group G and =2", i?', Jt of a Lie group H. L x (y) = xy and R x {y) = yx denote left and right group translations. (, ) denotes pairing of a space with its dual space and an unused argument denotes an element of a dual space. We work over R or C. The linear dual of g is denoted g*. This should not be confused with g* which denotes a certain real form of g£. All maps are required to be at least continuous.
Canonical solution of the CYBE on g c , the construction of h = g*
and Lie algebra actions, a and β. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra. Drinfel'd [4] and co-workers showed that if r: g* -» g is a linear map and a: g ® g* -> g* is defined by dualizing the Lie bracket on g, {a ξ (l),ξ') = (/, [ξ',ξ]) for all ξ,ξ' e g, I e s* (i.e., the coadjoint action of g on g*), then the bracket on h = g* defined by [/,/'] = a r{i){l') + a r(i'){l) is a Lie algebra structure if r([ , ]) -[r( ),r( )] G g ® g ® g is invariant under the adjoint action of g and if r = -r* is skew-adjoint (i.e. (r(l)J') = -{l,r(l')) for all /,/' e £*). Moreover, in this case we showed in [12, §4] that if β: h ® g -• g is defined by dualizing this Lie bracket, (/?/(£),/') = (£, [/',/]) (i.e., the coadjoint action of g* on g) 9 then (g,h,a,β) are a matched pair of Lie algebras. This means that a is a linear representation of g on /z and /? is a linear representation of h on g and these obey the compatibility condition (**) Vξ,ξ'egJJ'eK
The case r([ , ]) -[r( ), r( )] vanishing is known as the CYBE and when g is simple with inverse Killing form K~ι: g* -> g then the case is known as the Modified CYBE [17, Eqn. (12) ]. (A suitable factor can also be included on the right hand side, but this can be absorbed in a rescaling of r as observed in [17] .) In a general setting, many solutions of the CYBE and MCYBE are known [1] . According to [6, Prop. 2 .1], the MCYBE has at least one non-trivial solution that holds for all simple complex Lie algebras. If {λ} is an ordered root system for g with Chevalley-Weyl root vectors {E λ } then this solution is
When g is a real Lie algebra, one may first solve the MCYBE as above for g c the complexified Lie algebra and then attempt restriction of the resulting g£ to a suitable real form, which we denote g*, in such a way that g and h = g* are a matched pair of real Lie algebras. Because K is ad-invariant and symmetric, the addition of the tK~ι term shown does not change the bracket on g£ or h as defined above, but results in r([ , ]) -[r{ ),r( )] = (1t 2 )[K' l ( ),K~ι( )] so that the case t = 1 (or -1) provides a useful homomorphism of h to gc Under favorable circumstances, this is an embedding so that both g, h can be viewed as subalgebras of gfc PROPOSITION 
Let g be a compact real simple Lie algebra with complexification gt
Choose a Cart an subalgebra and root vectors {H λ , E λ } such that g is the compact real form ofgc defined in [5, Chapter III, Thm. 6.3], and let r be the solution, equation (1), of the MCYBE on gc in this basis, so that g£ is a Lie algebra. Define g* = ιK{g, ) where K denotes the Killing form on gc-Then g* is a real form of g£ and the mutual co-adjoint actions of the matched pair (gc, g£) restrict to a matched pair (g,g*). Furthermore, r: g* -+ g c at t = 1 is an inclusion. According to our definition, g* is then the real span of Ύ λ = ιK(X λ , ), 7 λ = ιK(Y λ , ), ~Z λ = ιK(Z λ , ) and we compute , r(Ϋ λ ) = -sgn(λ)X λ + ιtY λ , r(Z λ ) = ιtZ λ , so that r is an inclusion at t = 1. To compute the Lie algebra structure it is convenient to work with t -0. In that case r[ΐ) lies in g for all / e g\ For all ξ e g, ξ" e g c , and /' = ιK(ξ' 9 ) e g* where ξ' e g, we have (a ξ {l%ξ") = ιK(ξ'M",ξ\) = ιK([ξ 9 ξ'] 9 ξ») by ad-invariance of K, so that the co-adjoint action a restricts to an action of g on g*. Hence the bracket [/,/'] = a r^( Γ) -α r(/ /)(/) also restricts to g* (here r is skew at / = 0). Like-wise, in terms of a, βι(ξ) = ro^(/) + [r(/),ξ] also restricts. This completes the proof. (It is also necessary to verify that equation (1) at t = 0 does indeed solve the MCYBE on # c as stated in [6, Prop. 2.1]. The first step is the re-arrangement
and then split the sum into those terms which are the tensor product of three roots and the remainder. The former can be written as the sum over three roots λ 9 μ, v such that λ+μ + v = 0. Hence [5, Chapter III, Lem. 5.1] applies and leads to this portion of the sum totaling to Σλ+μ+is=o E λ ®E μ ® E v N μiU . The rest is straightforward.)
Hence (g 9 g*) defined with respect to equation (1) is a matched pair of real Lie algebras. The next lemmas compute the necessary details for g = su(2) which will be needed in the sequel. Hence complexifying and using the bases {e 7 } and {f} stated to identify g c and g£ with C 3 we have
Oi where ε is the totally antisymmetric tensor with 6123 = 1. Hence the bracket on g£ is
independent of ί. Dualizing this gives β. The structure constants in this basis are real; hence limiting /, /' to real values in this basis defines the real Lie algebra h = g*, isomorphic as a vector space to the real dual of g, and we also see that a and β restrict to give the matched pair (£,#*). 
h -h
This constructs the group H as a group of matrix transformations exponentiating the Lie algebra action βι(ξ). Next, using the expression for r given in the proof of Lemma 2.2, with t = 1, one has r(f$) = ιe$ and similarly for the others. Exponentiating this matrix representation along the lines above completes part (i) and part (ii). Note that the basis {e/} for su(2) defined by the Pauli spin matrices in Lemma 2.2 is particularly convenient for exponentiating to an element of SU(2) and for applications in physics. The corresponding element of SO(3) is easily obtained as follows. If x e SU (2) and (ζuζ2,ζi) £ R 3 is viewed in su(2) as ξ = Σ)&e/, the corresponding action of Rot* on R 3 is given by ξ H+ xξx~ι. The identification of 318 SHAHNMAJID su(2)* with (luhih) Ξ R 3 is chosen so that the action a on su(2)* is such a rotation of R 3 . The physical significance of this is discussed briefly at the end of §4. (2) for the {6/}, and a similar one for the {α<*}, determines these vector fields completely in terms of the Lie algebra actions a and β. This is shown in the following theorem. THEOREM 3.1. Let (h,g,a,β) be a matched pair of Lie algebras. Let G, H denote the respective simply-connected groups ofg t h. We denote also by a (resp. β) the exponentiation of the linear Lie algebra action to a linear action ofG on h (resp. H on g). Then there exists a unique smooth action bofhonG such that
Exponentiation to
where b\ e TG is the vector field corresponding to action by I e h, e denotes the group identity and R y and L Proof. Differentiate (*) with respect to Jϊ? at the identity e. This gives the necessary equation (2) where b\(x) =d e f jt \oβexpti(x) and where we identify T e H = h. Differentiate this with respect to y at y = e to give (***). L x *ξ is the left-invariant vector field generated by ξ E T e G = g evaluated at x and a x (l) is the exponential of the linear action ctξ(l). Differentiating again with respect to x and writing the commutator of two left-invariant vector fields in terms of the Lie bracket on g, one has on evaluating at x -e, the integrability condition (**) for the derivatives {/?/} of the {&/} at x = e. Here we identified g = T e G.
Conversely, write bι(x) = R x *(3ι(x)) 9 where ϊ?/: G -• g. The equation (***) in terms of 5/ is
Here ω is the ^- Note that the proof just given can be restated more concisely as follows: Let a* denote the action of g on h* adjoint to a. Then a* ® ad is an action of g on h* ® g. The equation (**) for βι([ζ 9 ζ']) can then be stated concisely as β e Z^m ά (g, h* ® g) (i.e. a 1-cocycle). Because G is (connected) simply-connected, this exponentiates to a 1cocycle on the group, namely, ~B e Z α * ΘAd (G, h* <g> g), cf. equation (2) . To actually compute the {/?/}, one must solve a differential equation, as described in detail above.
For the final part of the theorem we write b[(x) = L x * (Bι(x) ), and compute For this to equal -L x *Byj,](x) one needs at the identity x = e that βι(ξ) is a Lie algebra map. Assuming this and differentiating L x -\* of the above expression with respect to x one has, using (***),
Meanwhile the differential of -Byj^x) is, using (***) and the assumption that β[(ξ) is an action,
On substituting (**) and Lemma 3.2 directly below, one finds that these two expressions are equal, i.e. [£/,£/>] + £[/,/>] has zero differential with respect to x. Thus, since it vanishes at x = e, it vanishes everywhere. The next lemma therefore completes the proof of the theorem. Proof. Since a x {l) is the exponentiation of the linear action a of g on A, the differential of
is a [ξiBι{x -ι )]+β _ aχ{n{ξ) (a x (l'))
By (**) for 0Lξ 9 this reduces to aξ(f(x)). Therefore f{x) -a x (f(e)) and therefore vanishes. This completes the proof of the lemma, and hence of Theorem 3.1. It is therefore necessary to solve the differential system (***). This can be done either by analytic means or by algebraic methods. The first lemma shows that it is only necessary to construct one of these actions in order to recover the other. LEMMA From a more pedestrian point of view, ά x (t) = Pe J e x along a given differentiable curve γ denotes the unique solution in H of the differential equation
Let (g,h,a,β) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and (G 9 H) the simply-connected groups of(g,h). Let {#<*}, {&/} denote the global vector fields corresponding to the induced Lie algebra actions of g on H and h on G respectively. Let ω denote the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form on H. (i) If β is an action of H on G integrating {b} and the family of h-valued one
That these exist and in our case depend only on the current endpoint & x (t) = ά x (γ(t)), follows from standard results about holonomy groups, as quoted. L dt 0 by step (2) . But a x (^f) linearizes to a x about S? = e and the latter is an action while the product β2>-ι(x~ι)βά x (s>)-'(x) = ^ by (*); hence the right hand side is just d{R*f(&))V. Hence /(=S") = f{e)Sf = 2 1 . Thus o '*-'* (4) In fact a is an action. For, because ά x is a bijection, in particular one may change variables in the path 3" defining ά xy (&) to Jϊ?" = &y{3"). By step (2) we have S?"-χ dS?" = a^/ ι{y _ ιyι (5?'-1 d&% This change results in the expression for ά x (ά y (Jϊ?) ). (This part also follows from the next theorem.) This completes the proof of the lemma. In fact the hypotheses of part (ii) of the lemma can follow automatically from part (i) leading to the next theorem. Let (g,h,a,β) be a matched pair of Lie algebras and G, H the simply-connected groups of g f h.IfG is compact then (G,H,a,β) Hence because G(e 9 x\ ζ) = 0 and G obeys a first order linear equation, we have that G vanishes identically.
(3) Next we compute d{a{2 f ))oR x *ξ = aξ(ά x (J?) ). In the definition of a let the path &'{t) be ^'(0) = e, &'(!)= JSf. For clarity we also denote left and right translations by juxtaposition. Then using step (2) and that a is an action, and then changing variables in the integral to Sf" = ά x (JZ"). Here the associated change in integration measure is &"-χ d&" = a β ^.^{^'^dS?') (since a x : h -> h is an action, this is non-singular.) Setting x = e, and differentiating with respect to Sf we see that Έξ obeys the equation corresponding to (***) for a ζ ; hence by the uniqueness in Theorem 3.1 we have that a = a. Hence a integrates a in the equation corresponding to (****). Since a is globally defined, the vector fields {aξ} are therefore complete. Hence a defines a local homomorphism which is a from G to Diff(//). Hence as in step (1), a extends to all of G, i.e. is an action, integrating a.
(4) By Lemma 4.1 (ii) applied to the action ά, we have that β<?(x) = Pel' ψ *
where ψ%> = ψ&(ω) and ω is the left invariant Maurer-Cartan form on G. This is because by the lemma the right hand side is an action integrating b and is therefore equal to β by uniqueness of β in step (1). But this exhibits β as obeying (*) by Lemma 4.1(i). Thus (G,H,ά,β) is a matched pair integrating (a,b). These were in turn uniquely determined by (a 9 β). This concludes the proof of the theorem. Note that compactness is sufficient but not necessary-we have just proven that whenever one of the induced Lie algebra actions {a} or {b} exponentiates to a global action then so does the other, and the result is indeed a matched pair. We now compute as an example the case G = SU(2), H = SU(2)*. h ' xi χ 2 (oy Evaluating at t = 1 and recalling that Sf -exp / is described by the 3-tuple L = l(e l2 -\)/h, we solve for -x 2 x 3 = IX3I 2 to obtain x 3 and hence the other components. The result for initial data x is
This can be written in the form stated in the theorem. The map P conveniently maps x e SL(2, C) to
This completes the derivation of part (i).
(ii) In our standard co-ordinates we have to solve 1 LL First note that then L'L = 2LL = (ζxL)e 3 L' L/(L 3 + 1) while L 3 = e 3 -(ξ x L). Hence the expression L L/(L 3 + 1) is an invariant of the motion, hence is equal to the initial value. Substituting this in the equation to be solved immediately gives the solution. L ξ is also an invariant.
(One may also check directly that these expressions are indeed actions. It is rather hard to check directly that they fulfill (*) as they must by construction. However, this too has been verified by extensive computations using the symbol manipulation package SMP.) These actions are not free. Let r be a solution of the MCYBE on g c the complexification ofg the Lie algebra ofG such that there is a real form g* of g£ and such that the mutual co-adjoint actions of g c and g£ restrict to g and g*. If the vector fields ofg* acting on G are complete then (G y G*) is a matched pair. Here G* is the simply-connected group ofg*.
We saw in Proposition 2.1 that when G is compact, a suitable r and g* exist. We also note some elementary properties of the G* that results for this particular r: COROLLARY 4.6. Let G be a compact semi-simple simply-connected Lie group. Then there exists a simply-connected Lie group G* of the same dimension as G, such that (G,G*) is a matched pair. PROPOSITION 
Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group and G* the matching group defined with respect to the solution of the MCYBE stated in equation (1). Then G* is non-compact and solvable.
Proof. This is an elementary computation from the definitions of the bracket in g* and g£ defined by the solution of the MCYBE stated in equation (1). Details are omitted in view of the following connection with the Iwasawa decomposition (see the note added at the end of the paper). The bicrossproduct group G M G* for this solution of the MCYBE can be identified with the simply-connected group of gc considered as a Lie algebra over R. The groups G and G* can then be identified respectively with the compact and solvable groups in the Iwasawa decomposition of this.
Note that one may also expect that a Lie algebra matched pair exponentiates to a matched pair of groups in somewhat greater generality than that stated in Corollary 4.5. The question of exponentiation of Lie algebra actions on manifolds was studied in [15, Chapter 3 and 4] , where somewhat weaker conditions than compactness are formulated. As remarked after the proof of Theorem 4.2, any time one of the Lie algebra actions exponentiates we have a matched pair.
As an example we carried out the construction in detail in the case G = SU(2). The problem is interesting also in the non-simple and noncompact case. An example is the case G = R, H = R studied in [12, Lemma 2.6] where (*) was solved completely. For even in this case the solutions did exist, on a restricted domain, yielding bicrossproduct semigroups R M R> 0 . Further work will include attempting the construction for each of the classical Lie groups (not just the compact ones) and giving details of the associated bicrossproduct Hopfvon Neumann algebras. These latter are interesting from the point of view of non-commutative geometry and also from an interpretation as the algebra of observables of a quantum system [13] .
Note that in this physical picture the generator of translations in a space is called momentum, for example "angular momentum" in reference to the action of SU(2) on R 3 . What the construction of a matched pair achieves is to modify the action of the momentum group in such a way that the space that was acted upon can act back on the space that was originally acting, in keeping with an interesting physical principle of the German philosopher E. Mach [10, Chapter 2. v-vii]. Mach sought to generalize Newton's third law in mechanics ("every action has an equal and opposite reaction") to a fundamental philosophical principle of reciprocity in the actions of particles on the motion of other particles, and vice versa. (These ideas led directly to Einstein's formulation of gravity.) It is only in modern times, with the advent of quantum mechanics, that particle motion is expressed in the simplest cases through group theory and algebra. Indeed, the author's original motivation for the present paper comes as part of an attempt [13] [14] to update Mach's ideas in a quantum mechanical setting, see [12, §1.1] for a discussion. This physical motivation for bicrossproducts is in addition to the independent physical motivations underlying [4] [17] [1] [6] .
Note added. After this work was submitted for publication, there appeared a new preprint [9] in which the basic properties of matched pairs of groups and some of the results here, are developed independently. I would like to thank M. A. Rieίfel for sending me a copy of this. M. A. Rieίfel also alerted us both to reference [11] where some basic properties of matched pairs of groups were noted somewhat previously. Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.7, obtained as an application of our constructive method in the case of the specific solution (1) of the CYBE, are deduced from the Iwasawa decomposition in the approach of [11] and [9] . Part of Theorem 3.1 also appears to have been obtained independently in the preprint [8] .
